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Abstract 
 
Nowadays, EEG based BCI systems are starting to gain ground in games for health research. With reduced 
costs and promising an innovative and exciting new interaction paradigm, attracted developers and 
researchers to use them on video games for serious applications. However, with researchers focusing 
mostly on the signal processing part, the interaction aspect of the BCIs has been neglected. A gap between 
classification performance and online control quality for BCI based systems has been created by this 
research disparity, resulting in suboptimal interactions that lead to user fatigue and loss of motivation 
over time. Motor-Imagery (MI) based BCIs interaction paradigms can provide an alternative way to 
overcome motor-related disabilities, and is being deployed in the health environment to promote the 
functional and structural plasticity of the brain. A BCI system in a neurorehabilitation environment, should 
not only have a high classification performance, but should also provoke a high level of engagement and 
sense of control to the user, for it to be advantageous. It should also maximize the level of control on 
user’s actions, while not requiring them to be subject to long training periods on each specific BCI system. 
This thesis has two main contributions, the Adaptive Performance Engine, a system we developed that 
can provide up to 20% improvement to user specific performance, and NeuRow, an immersive Virtual 
Reality environment for motor neurorehabilitation that consists of a closed neurofeedback interaction 
loop based on MI and multimodal feedback while using a state-of-the-art Head Mounted Display. 
 
Keywords: Brain-Computer Interfaces, Motor Imagery, Adaptive Performance, Virtual Reality, Haptic 
Feedback, Serious Games. 
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Resumo 
 
Hoje em dia, os sistemas BCI baseados em EEG estão a começar a ganhar terreno em jogos relacionados 
com a saúde. Com custos reduzidos e prometendo um novo e inovador paradigma de interação, atraiu 
programadores e investigadores para usá-los em vídeo jogos para aplicações sérias. No entanto, com os 
investigadores focados principalmente na parte do processamento de sinal, o aspeto de interação dos BCI 
foi negligenciado. Um fosso entre o desempenho da classificação e a qualidade do controle on-line para 
sistemas baseados em BCI foi criado por esta disparidade de pesquisa, resultando em interações sub-
ótimas que levam à fadiga do usuário e à perda de motivação ao longo do tempo. Os paradigmas de 
interação BCI baseados em imagética motora (IM) podem fornecer uma maneira alternativa de superar 
incapacidades motoras, e estão sendo implementados no sector da saúde para promover plasticidade 
cerebral funcional e estrutural. Um sistema BCI usado num ambiente de neuro-reabilitação, para que seja 
vantajoso, não só deve ter um alto desempenho de classificação, mas também deve promover um elevado 
nível de envolvimento e sensação de controlo ao utilizador. Também deve maximizar o nível de controlo 
nas ações do utilizador, sem exigir que sejam submetidos a longos períodos de treino em cada sistema 
BCI específico. Esta tese tem duas contribuições principais, o Adaptive Performance Engine, um sistema 
que desenvolvemos e que pode fornecer até 20% de melhoria para o desempenho específico do usuário, 
e NeuRow, um ambiente imersivo de Realidade Virtual para neuro-reabilitação motora, que consiste num 
circuito fechado de interação de neuro-feedback baseado em IM e feedback multimodal e usando um 
Head Mounted Display de última geração. 
 
Palavras chave: interfaces Cérebro-Máquina, Imagética Motora, Performance Adaptativa, Realidade 
Virtual, Feedback Háptico, Jogos Sérios 
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1 Introduction 
Stroke is a serious threat to public health, and one of the leading causes of serious, long term disability. 
15 million people suffer from stroke each year, and with 50% of the survivors becoming permanently 
disabled. Neurorehabilitation becomes a vital support which helps in the recovery/mitigation of these 
injuries with therapies which can be physical, where it helps the patients regain motor functions, and 
cognitive, where it helps in areas such as memory, attention or executive functions. 
Most motor rehabilitation therapies rely on inducing neuroplasticity by stimulating the affected limb, but 
recent studies have showed that movement observation also has a positive effect on the recovery process. 
One of the reasons for this effect, is the mirror neurons, brain areas which are activated on movement 
visualization and execution alike. This feature of the human brain, which is one of our basic learning 
instincts, makes some neuron rearrangement a possibility, which in turn plays a major part in the 
treatment of neurological deficits. 
Researchers have used video games and virtual reality in neurorehabilitation environments. Not only it 
provides a safer and more controlled setting, but can also motivate the patients to perform specific tasks 
in ways that conventional physical therapy cannot. This can also be used to take the rehabilitation process 
out of the hospital and into the patient’s home, making it more available and convenient. 
This thesis is focused in the use of serious games applied to the health domain, and in particular to post-
stroke rehabilitation of the upper limbs. This is a very exciting academic challenge with high industrial 
applicability and greater societal value. We believe there is much room for technology to work side by 
side with current physical therapy to improve and aid in the recovery process of patients suffering from 
disabilities related to stroke. We will be focusing specifically in BCI technology, which can provide users 
with motor disabilities a novel interaction paradigm, by translating brain signals (thoughts) into 
commands (actions). 
1.1 Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is to 1) research novel methods to increase the performance of currently 
used BCI systems and 2) their interaction, making them easier to use by the end user while also making it 
more flexible and customizable for researchers and developers alike. 
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The final goal is to build a system which is adjustable and able to increase the sense of control specifically 
for the user using it, while keeping them engaged and focused on the task at hand with virtual reality, task 
gamification and multimodal feedback. 
1.2 Document Structure 
The research and development process is described within the six chapters of this thesis having the 
following structure: In chapter 1, we introduce the context and the objectives as well as the overall 
document structure. Chapter 2 comprises of literature review related to focus of this thesis. This state of 
the art shows us the work other researchers are performing in this area, focusing on the classification and 
interaction part of BCIs. In chapter 3, we present and describe the approach we took on our efforts to 
increase the online classification part of a BCI system. In chapter 4 we present the work done in the other 
part of a BCI system, the task the user is asked to perform. Chapter 5 shows the integration of the work 
done on the two previous chapters, including the system validation study performed with healthy users. 
Finally, on chapter 6 we describe the conclusions taken from the research done for this thesis.  
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2 State of the art 
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are systems that aim at providing users with alternative communication 
channels with a computer system. BCIs detect changes in brain signals and translate them into control 
commands [1]. Such systems utilize well-defined underlying relationships between users’ mental state 
and corresponding electrophysiological signals. In non-invasive BCI’s, electroencephalography (EEG) is 
commonly used for measuring brain activity.  
EEG consists of detecting and reading the brain electrical activity. This can be done in two ways, electrodes 
can be inserted into the patient’s scalp or they can be placed on the scalp (see Figure 1a and Figure 1b). 
By inserting the electrodes in the scalp, we get signals with less noise, but its more invasive, requires 
surgery and its more dangerous. The other way is to have the electrode placed externally on the patient’s 
scalp. This is a faster, safer and easier way to extract EEG features, regardless of it providing noisier signals. 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 1 (a) Invasive EEG example with visible electrodes and wire connections on a patient’s head X-Ray. Adapted from [2], 
 (b) Non-invasive EEG headset(Enobio, Neuroelectrics, Barcelona, Spain). 
Currently, the 3 main techniques for user interaction and control include: (a) Steady State Visual Evoked 
Potentials (SSVEP), (b) P300 BCI and (c) Motor-Imagery (MI) or Event Related 
Synchronization/Desynchronization BCI (see Figure 2).   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 2 The three main BCI paradigms including: (a) Steady State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEP) [3], (b) P300 BCI [4] and (c) 
Motor-Imagery (MI) [5] 
The electrode location over the user’s head is defined by the 10-20 international system [6]. 10-20 is 
indicating the electrode name and position based on the hemisphere and the lobes it is located over the 
head (see Figure 3). 
The use of these techniques in health are divided into two groups: (1) assistive and (2) restorative [7]. An 
important distinction between the two strategies lies into the fact that assistive BCIs are based on 
“replacing” the damaged motor mechanisms, and restorative on “improving” existing motor function. 
Assistive BCI’s can provide humans with motor impairments like tetraplegia, an alternative channel for 
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communication or control by bypassing the affected corticospinal pathways. Examples include the control 
of functional electrical stimulation (FES) [8], orthotic devices [9], EEG wheelchair control [10], or BCI 
spelling devices [11]. On the other hand, restorative BCIs, target at mobilizing plastic changes of the brain 
in order to achieve reorganization of motor networks and enhance motor recovery [12]. MI training based 
on visuo-motor imagination BCI is the most common type of BCI paradigm for motor function restoration. 
 
Figure 3 10-20 electrode position system for EEG studies 
MI is a mental process in which the subjects imagines themselves executing a movement without carrying 
out the movement and without any muscle activation. It’s a state during which the representation of a 
specific motor action is internally activated without any motor output. In other words, motor imagery 
requires the conscious activation of brain regions which are also involved in movement preparation and 
execution, accompanied by a voluntary inhibition of the actual movement [13]. 
There are two types of MI strategies, Kinesthetic motor imagery and visual motor imagery. In kinesthetic 
motor imagery, the user feels like it’s actually performing the thought-out movement and sees it in a first-
person perspective, while on visual motor imagery the user sees him/her self from a distance performing 
the movement, like in a third person perspective [14]. 
This distinction between first person and third person perspective, has also been described as a distinction 
between internal and external imagery. In internal imagery, the subject approximates a real-life situation 
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in such a way that the person experiences the sensory sensations that might be expected in that situation, 
as opposed to external imagery, where the subject views him/her self as observing someone else 
performing the movement. 
When performing MI, the time to complete an imagined movement is known to be similar to the time 
needed for actual execution of that movement. This is known as mental isochrony. This indicates that MI 
respects the biomechanical constraints of actual movement and that these tasks aren’t merely visual 
imagery, and must be resolved by imagining one’s own arm or hand moving [15]. 
These findings states that movement execution, motor imagery and action observation are all driven by 
the same basic mechanism and that motor imagery and action observation are considered as “offline” 
processes of the motor areas in the brain [16]. 
Within the last few years, the launch of low-cost EEG devices increased the user exposure and 
consequently the amount of BCI studies [17]. This rise in popularity led to the incorporation of BCIs as an 
alternative input to games, with early adoption by casual gamers. This has implications in terms of 
accessibility, level of control and BCI illiteracy [18]. Unfortunately, BCI training still requires long training 
periods resulting in user fatigue and low performance. This led Human-Computer Interaction researchers 
to work towards novel approaches to increase the communication bandwidth and quality of the BCI loop 
[19]. 
A comparative analysis on pure MI-BCI showed varying setups, algorithms and results [20] (see Table 1). 
Some studies report very different success rates using very similar approaches. Maximum performance 
scores of 89% were found on a bipolar montage (central electrodes over C3, Cz, C4) classified through a 
Bayes quadratic based on data from one healthy subject [21]. The lowest performance reached 61% with 
the same montage but using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) tested with data from 2 healthy subjects 
[22]. Overall, all studies had very small training datasets with 2 users on average. In addition, most users 
had been previously trained on BCI use. Consequently, the risk of overfitting is very high, which results in 
poor predictive performance for the general user when it comes to actual online control. This imbalance 
between theoretical training performance and actual quality of the online control experienced by the 
general non-expert user suggests a shift in the interaction paradigm. Current MI-BCI interaction relies on 
time-constrained binary decisions – such as left vs. right arm motor imagery – and users undergo long, 
tiresome and complex periods of training so that EEG classification algorithms can reach acceptable 
performance rates. Here we propose to reverse the problem at hand and make MI-BCI interaction 
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adaptive to the user, so that we can guarantee a satisfactory performance rates by softening decisions – 
making them probabilistic and non-time-constrained – depending on our confidence on the user’s EEG 
data. That is, we argue that the primary goal should not be for users to be trained to use a BCI system but 
to adapt the BCI interaction to each user in order to maximize the level of control on their actions. This 
will allow non-expert users and low-performing users to be able to increase their control, acceptance and 
motivation towards MI-BCI systems.  
Table 1 Classifier performance comparison [20] 
 
In addition, there is an increased need for alternative motivational mechanisms and feedback approaches 
for BCI systems [23], [24]. Previous research in learning states that a poorly designed feedback can actually 
deteriorate motivation and impede successful learning [25]. On the other hand, providing extensive 
feedback to the user can lead to efficient and high quality learning [26]. Lotte et al. recommended a set 
of guidelines for a good instructional design in BCI training, in which (1) the user should only be presented 
with the correct classified action for enhancing the feeling of competence; (2) provide a simplified and 
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intuitive task; (3) meaningful and self-explanatory task; (4) challenging but achievable, with feedback on 
progress of achievement; and finally (5) in an engaging 3D virtual environment [24]. 
Results from previous studies have proven mental practice of action to be useful in MI-BCI [27], and have 
shown beneficial effects of MI practice during stroke recovery [28]. Overall, in neurorehabilitation, there 
is increasing evidence that technology-mediated therapy, like robotic and virtual reality based training 
[29], positively affects motor outcomes compared to standard rehabilitation techniques [30], [31]. So far, 
the combination of BCIs and virtual environments has gained popularity, and has been proven useful to 
train functional upper limb pointing movements [32], [33], although the use in clinical environment is 
limited [34] and hardly used outside laboratory environments [35]. This is mainly due to the fact that 
current BCI systems lack reliability and good performance in comparison with other types of interfaces 
[23]. As a result, there is no solid evidence on how BCI training needs to be designed and how 
improvements transfer to real life [36]. 
Since MI leads to the activation of overlapping brain areas with actual movement, and because sensory 
and motor cortices can dynamically reorganize [37]–[39] (see Figure 4), MI can be an important strategy 
for motor learning and recovery. Hence, MI has important benefits and is currently utilized as a technique 
in neurorehabilitation for people with neurological impairments [40].  
 
Figure 4 Overlapping cortical activity of motor movement versus movement imagery [39] 
MI offers an important basis for the development of brain-to-computer communication systems called 
Brain–Computer Interfaces (BCIs). BCIs are capable of establishing an alternative pathway between the 
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brain and a computer or prosthetic devices [41] that could assist (assistive BCI) or rehabilitate physically 
(restorative BCI) disabled people and stroke survivors [12].  
More recently, Virtual Reality (VR) feedback has also been used in MI BCI training, offering a more 
compelling experience to the user through 3D virtual environments [42]. The fusion of BCI and VR (BCI-
VR) allows a wide range of experiences where participants can control various aspects of their 
environment -either in an explicit or implicit manner-, by using mental imagery alone [43]. This direct 
brain-to-VR communication can induce illusions mostly relying on the sensorimotor contingencies 
between perception and action [44].  
The idea of utilizing BCIs in virtual rehabilitation (virtual reality and tele-medicine for neurorehabilitation) 
(see Figure 5), was fostered in order to complement current VR rehabilitation strategies [45], [46] where 
patients with low level of motor control –such as those suffering of flaccidity or increased levels of 
spasticity [47]- could not benefit due to low range of motion, pain, fatigue, etc. 
 
Figure 5 BCI-VR used in stroke rehabilitation [28] 
The main challenge in the use of BCIs, regardless of the BCI cost, lies in the lack of reliability and good 
performance at the system level which inexperienced users have [5] due to BCI “illiteracy” (user’s inability 
to produce vivid mental images of movement resulting in poor BCI performance) [18], [48]. Although 
previous studies have shown mixed results, the combination of haptic and visual feedback seems to 
increase performance [49], [50]. It has been shown that replacing the standard visual BCI feedback with 
vibrotactile feedback does not interfere with the EEG signal acquisition [51] and also does not impact 
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negatively the classification performance [51], [52]. On the other hand, it has been shown to have a 
positive effect on visual workload measured in a multiple object tracking task (MOT) where the data 
revealed significant differences between visual or tactile feedback [53]. It has also been shown that with 
the use of haptic feedback, the user can pay more attention to the task instead of to the feedback [52], 
and in [54] users achieved higher scores in the vibrotactile feedback setting. Vibrotactile feedback has also 
been used in a hybrid BCI system [55], where MI with selective sensation (SS) were used in order to 
increase performance. On this system, equal vibration is applied to both wrists of the user and he/she has 
to imagine that the vibration to one of the sides is stronger than the other. SS combined with MI increased 
the overall performance of the system. In [54], it is also reported that the vibrotactile feedback applied 
on the user's hand significantly increases MI performance. In [56] the use of vibrotactile feedback directly 
applied to certain tendons is used to convey the illusion of movement to the user, and in conjunction with 
a virtual representation of the arm, significantly increased the accuracy of a BCI system. Further, recent 
findings with the use of virtual arms have shown that the combination of motor priming (physical 
rehearsal of a movement) preceding BCI-VR MI training can improve performance as well as the capacity 
to modulate and enhance sensorimotor brain activity rhythms, important in rehabilitation research [57]. 
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Chapter 3 – Machine layer: Adaptive 
Performance Engine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*This section was adapted from publication A: A. Ferreira, A. Vourvopoulos, and S. 
Bermúdez i Badia, “Optimizing Performance of Non-Expert Users in Brain-Computer 
Interaction by Means of an Adaptive Performance Engine,” in Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science/Artificial Intelligence (LNCS/LNAI), London, UK, 2015. 
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3 Machine layer: Adaptive Performance Engine 
In this section, we describe the various steps in the development of a MI-BCI Adaptive Performance 
Engine. The system focuses on increasing the sense of control on the user actions, as opposed to the EEG 
classifier performance. With this, we hope to better the interaction aspect of BCIs systems by decreasing 
both the loss of motivation and fatigue, which are factors currently associated with BCI systems. 
OpenVibe was used for the acquisition of all EEG data used in this section. OpenVibe is an open source 
software platform for designing BCI experiments (see Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6 OpenVibe acquisition scenario used on our EEG data acquisition in a BCI MI task. 
The OpenVibe acquisition server was used to connect to and get data from the EEG cap and send it to the 
OpenVibe designer, which is where we made the EEG signal preprocessing scenarios. The five main 
scenarios consisted of: 
1. Signal monitoring – where we made sure we had signal consistency for all channels before starting 
a session. 
2. Acquisition – this scenario (see Figure 6) was used as the MI training session where we presented 
the standard Graz visualization (see Figure 7 a) and recorded the EEG data to be used on the 
following scenario. 
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3. CSP training – here, the data gathered on the previous scenario was used to train the CSP filter 
which would be used on the next steps. 
4. Classifier training – this step was used to train the LDA classifier which would be required to 
classify the EEG data and label it as being a left-hand or right-hand MI. 
5. Online – in this scenario, the trained CSP filter in combination with the LDA classifier are used to 
classify the online EEG data and present it to the user using again the standard Graz visualization 
(see Figure 7 b). 
 
 
Figure 7 Graz feedback example. a) right-hand MI request; b) feedback output of a right-hand classified MI 
We also had scenarios where we could replay any session and perform analysis to either the input EEG 
signals, LDA classifier output and Graz feedback. During these steps, all the resulting data was stored for 
posterior analysis. 
3.1.1 Methodology 
3.1.1.1 Data Acquisition and Training Datasets 
The BCI set up comprised 8 active electrodes (see Figure 8) equipped with a low-noise g.MOBIlab biosignal 
amplifier (gtec, Graz, Austria) and a 16-bit A/D converter (256 Hz). The spatial distribution of the 
electrodes followed the 10-20 system configuration [58] with the following electrodes over the sensory-
motor areas: FC3, FC4, C3, C4, C5, C6, CP3, CP4. For all user data, a common spatial patterns filter was 
used for feature extraction, and LDA for the classification of MI from EEG data. The visual stimulation was 
based on the Graz-BCI paradigm [59] with a standard bars-and-arrows feedback on a binary (left vs. right) 
MI paradigm. 
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Experimental data consisted of a set of 20 EEG datasets consisting of 120 trials each, acquired from 20 
healthy users (28 ± 4) performing standard MI training. Participants had no previous known neurological 
disorder and no previous experience in BCIs. Participants gave informed consent. Data from the MI 
datasets was processed in Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, US). 
 
Figure 8 Electrode positioning over the sensory-motor area. 
 
3.1.1.2 BCI - Adaptive Performance Engine 
The BCI Adaptive Performance Engine (BCI-APE) is composed by 2 main components: (a) a Bayesian 
Inference Layer (BIL), simpler and more efficient as compared to other supervised learning techniques 
such as artificial neural networks, in order to formulate the input into a model, where we translate the 
continuous BCI classification data into probability. As for decision making, we made use of a (b) Finite 
State Machine (FSM) because of its efficiency and non-linear properties. 
3.1.1.3 Bayesian Inference Layer 
BIL works on top of the LDA EEG classifier, and is used to compute the likelihood of the classifier output 
for each MI class (left vs. right). This is done by modeling the data belonging to each class as a Gaussian 
distribution, where μ and σ indicate their mean and standard deviation values (𝑀𝐼𝑖( µ, 𝜎), 𝑖 =
[𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡, 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡]). From it, we then compute the Likelihood of a specific LDA output belonging to each MI 
class with: 
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Equation 1 
𝑃(𝑖|𝐿𝐷𝐴 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡) =  
𝑀𝐼𝑖( 𝐿𝐷𝐴 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡, µ𝑖, 𝜎𝑖)  ∗  𝑃𝑖
∑ 𝑀𝐼𝑗( 𝐿𝐷𝐴 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡, µ𝑗, 𝜎𝑗)𝑗
 
Where 𝑃𝑖 indicates the prior probability of action 𝑖 (0.5 for left vs. right MI). μ and σ are updated at each 
iteration, considering all previous history of the user for the given 𝑖 MI action. 𝐿𝐷𝐴 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 indicates the 
output value of the LDA classifier. 
3.1.1.4 Finite State Machine 
Following the BIL, the likelihood of each MI classification forwarded into a FSM. The role of the FSM is to 
transform binary MI classifications – such as left vs. right – into evidence-based states (Si). Is composed of 
7 states, a neutral (S0) and three for each MI class (S1/-1, S2/-2, S3/-3). Each state has a transition threshold 
associated with it (w1, w2, w3), and can only transition to one of the nearest neighbors or stay in the same 
state (see Figure 9). As input, the FSM uses the difference of the posterior probabilities of left and right 
MI from Equation 1 and each state represents not only the class (negative and positive states represent 
left and right MI respectively), but also the confidence level associated to them (being S3/-3 the most 
certain states).  
 
Figure 9 State machine structure. S0 represents the neutral state (indecision). The level of confidence of S-3,3>S-2,2>S-1,1, and 
W-3,-2,-1,1,2,3 are the state transition thresholds. 
 
3.1.2 Results 
3.1.2.1 Can performance be improved by means of the BCI-APE approach? 
To answer this, we used a dataset with MI training sessions of 15 naïve users to explore the parameter 
space of the aforementioned state machine thresholds (Wi) from 0 up to 0.3 on a 0.05 step, which resulted 
in 117649 FSM parameter combinations. For each combination, we quantified the percentage of 
indecisions (S0) and the correctness of decisions based on the remaining states. Results show that the FSM 
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approach can increase performance over the original LDA classification (up to approx. 20%) at the expense 
of an increased amount of indecisions (Figure 10). That is, less decisions are taken but with higher 
confidence. 
 
Figure 10 Performance increase vs. indecisions percentage for the 117649 FSM parameter combinations on a MI dataset of 15 
naïve users. 
 
3.1.2.2 What are the tradeoffs of an increased MI-BCI performance? 
Out of the above 117649 parameter combinations, we selected those combinations that provide the 
greater performance improvements with the minim number of indecisions. From this data, we observe 
that exists a set of FSM parameters that can provide us a continuum from 0% performance increase and 
0% indecisions – equivalent to standard LDA performance – to 20% performance increase and 80% 
indecisions (see Figure 10). As consequence, this means that we can devise an algorithm to adjust the FSM 
to tradeoff between decision time – or number of indecisions – and confidence on decisions. 
3.1.2.3 Can APE adjust performance in real time? 
Cross-referencing the best performing FSM thresholds values (Wi) with their resulting performance 
increase allows us to identify their relationship as illustrated in Figure 11(a). This is a crucial step, due to 
only a few FSM weight combinations resulting in increased performance. It was also found that W-1,-2,-3 
should be kept 0 for maximal performance. That is, thresholds should be applied to transition from 
indecision to any decision state, but not to transition from any state to indecision. Further, it was also 
found that W3 should be kept always constant at the highest value (0.3) and that W1 increases with the 
overall performance. Interestingly, the evolution of W2 with achieved performance shows that for low W1 
values – easy to transition from indecision to the lowest confidence level of decision – W2 should be kept 
high whereas for high W1 values – difficult to transition from indecision to the lowest confidence level of 
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decision – W2 should be low to facilitate the transition from low to mid confidence. We used a 3rd degree 
polynomial function to model how W1 and W2 change depending on the achieved performance increases 
(x) [Figure 11(a)] (Equation 2): 
Equation 2 
𝑊1 = 114.42 ∗ x
3 − 36.517 ∗ x2 + 4.7014 ∗ x −  0.058208  
𝑊2 = 87.662 ∗ x
3 − 32.613 ∗ x2 + 2.4013 ∗ x +  0.16366 
Decisions taken at each state of the FSM have an associated performance level. That is, a MI detected 
based on S3 should be more certain than in S1. Figure 11(b) illustrates the confidence level associated with 
each State (S3 > S2 > S1), and how it changes based on the FSM performance increase. In average, the 
confidence of S3, S2, and S1 is 79.04% ± 0.25%, 68.76% ± 2.02% and 59.1% ± 5.88% respectively. 
 
Figure 11 (a) FSM threshold weight values vs. performance increase. (b) State confidence levels vs. performance increase. 
3.1.2.4 Evaluation of the complete BCI-APE system 
From the training data from 15 BCI naïve users we obtained the following results: Classification 
performance with standard LDA 58.70% ± 7.84%; Average improved performance of BCI-APE 70.46% ± 
6.90%; Average maximum performance of BCI-APE 85.37% ± 10.09%; and indecisions of BCI-APE 48.25% 
± 24.62%. Further, we implemented the complete BIL + FSM based on the above models of performance 
increase and we tested it against a dataset from 5 different BCI naïve users containing 5x120 MI trials. The 
previous results are confirmed with the test data: Classification performance with standard LDA 63.93% ± 
6.28%; Average improved performance of BCI-APE 71.83% ± 6.64%; Average maximum performance of 
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BCI-APE 88.37% ± 6.49%; and indecisions of BCI-APE 38.82% ± 19.60% (see Table 2 for a comparison with 
other systems). 
Finally, given the lack of availability of large MI datasets containing naïve subjects, we submitted our 
dataset (20 users x 120 trials) on PhysioNet1 and made available under the Public Domain for 
dissemination and exchange within the community. 
 
Table 2 Classifier performance comparison, including APE. Adapted from [20] 
 
 
  
                                                          
1 http://physionet.org/ 
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Chapter 4 – User layer: NeuRow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*This section was adapted from publication B: A. Vourvopoulos, A. Ferreira, and S. 
Bermúdez i Badia, “NeuRow: An Immersive VR Environment for Motor-Imagery 
Training with the Use of Brain-Computer Interfaces and Vibrotactile Feedback”, 2016, 
pp. 43–53. 
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4 User layer: NeuRow 
In this section we describe de development and pilot assessment of NeuRow [60], a novel BCI-VR 
environment with multimodal feedback used for MI training. NeuRow was developed entirely in Unity, a 
game engine with support for 2D and 3D graphics, and the coding was done in C#. The environment was 
setup to be immersive, using a HMD to deliver a stereoscopic 3D view into the task scene while also 
providing head position tracking and point of view tracking. We also used environment synced sounds 
and haptic feedback delivered through vibrating motors to convey movement. The BCI MI training task 
was also gamified to be more pleasant to the user. Masking the task to look like a rowing game with a 
first-person perspective view, helped the user better visualize the arms movement. Objectives, timing and 
scoring usage makes the user more prone to stay interested, focused and engaged in the BCI MI task at 
hand. This is also helpful in keeping the user alert and awake, which can also be a problem in the standard 
Graz visualization BCI MI task. 
4.1.1 Methodology 
4.1.1.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup was composed by a desktop computer (OS: Windows 8.1, CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-
2400 at 3.10 GHz, RAM: 4GB DDR3 1600MHz, Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6700), running the acquisition 
software, the BCI-VR task, HMD, EEG system, and the vibrotactile module.  
EEG Acquisition. The BCI system for the first study consisted of 8 active electrodes equipped with a low-
noise biosignal amplifier and a 16-bit A/D converter at 256 Hz (g.MOBIlab+ biosignal amplifier, g.tec, Graz, 
Austria). The spatial distribution of the electrodes followed the 10-20 system configuration [6] with the 
following electrodes over the somatosensory and motor areas: Frontal-Central (FC5, FC6), Central (C1, C2, 
C3, C4), and Central-Parietal (CP5, CP6) (see Figure 12 a). The BCI system was connected via Bluetooth to 
the dedicated desktop computer for the EEG signal acquisition. EEG data acquisition and processing was 
performed through the OpenVibe platform [61] combined with the Reh@Panel (RehabNet Control Panel) 
[62] via the VRPN protocol [63] to control the virtual environment. The Reh@Panel is a free tool that acts 
as a middleware between multiple interfaces and virtual environments. In this case it was used to receive 
the raw LDA data coming from OpenVibe, parse it and encode it in the Reh@panel format and then send 
it to NeuRow using the UDP protocol. This encoding makes it possible to change the devices and protocols 
of the hardware and software behind the Reh@Panel without having to change anything on our system, 
as long as Reh@Panel is used as the middle layer between the physical devices and NeuRow. 
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Figure 12 Experimental setup (a) EEG cap with 8 active electrodes, (b) HMD, (c) vibrotactile modules, (d) BCI feedback. 
Feedback Presentation. For delivering feedback to the user, the Oculus Rift DK1 HMD was used (Oculus 
VR, Irvine, California, USA). The HMD is made of one 7" 1280x800 60 Hz LCD display (640x800 resolution 
per eye), one aspheric acrylic lens per eye, 110° Field of View (FOV), internal tracking through a gyroscope, 
accelerometer, and magnetometer, with a tracking frequency of 1000Hz (Figure 12 b). 
Vibrotactile Feedback. A custom vibrotactile feedback module was developed with out-of-the-box 
components including an Arduino Mega 2560 board and vibrating motors. The vibrating motors (10mm 
diameter, 2.7mm thick) performed at 11000 RPM at 5V and were mounted on cylindrical tubes that acted 
as grasping objects for inducing the illusion of movement during the BCI task (Figure 12 c). In our setup, a 
pair of carton-based tubes with 12cm of length and 3cm diameter were used. Finally, 3D printed cases 
were produced to accommodate the vibrating motors inside the tubes (see Figure 13). All hardware and 
software blueprints are made available free online at http://neurorehabilitation.m-
iti.org/bci/neurow/vibrotactile-module/. 
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Figure 13 (a) Arduino board schematic including the necessary electronic components (for one motor), (b) custom Arduino 
shield, (c) 3D printed casing for motors. Code and schematics can be downloaded from: http://neurorehabilitation.m-
iti.org/bci/neurow/vibrotactile-module/. 
 
4.1.1.2 BCI Task Design  
BCI-VR Training Protocol. The training protocol was designed and adapted based on the Graz-BCI 
paradigm [59], substituting the standard feedback presented (directional arrows) by multimodal VR 
feedback. The first step of the training consisted on the acquisition of the raw EEG data to train a linear 
discriminant classifier to distinguish Right and Left imagined hand movements. Throughout the training 
session, the user performs mental imagery of the corresponding hand (based on the presented stimuli). 
For each hand, the user is stimulated visually (VR action observation), auditorily, and haptically through 
the vibration on the corresponding hand (Figure 14 a). The training session was configured to acquire data 
in 24 blocks (epochs) per class (Right or Left-hand imagery) in a randomized order. Following the training, 
data are used to compute a Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) filter, a spatial filter that maximizes the 
difference between the signals of the two classes. Finally, the raw EEG and the spatial filter are used to 
train a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier.  
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Figure 14 Neurofeedback loop. (a) During the training session, the user is performing in a randomized order MI combined with 
motor observation of the virtual hands rowing while vibrotactile feedback is delivered to the corresponding hand. (b) The user 
relies on MI combined with motor observation of the virtual hands rowing while vibrotactile feedback is delivered to the 
corresponding hand. (b) The user relies on MI alone to control the virtual hands in a closed-loop system after training. [60] 
 
BCI-VR Task. The BCI-VR task was designed based on literature and previous work, incorporating 
important features for a successful brain-to-computer interaction in terms of feedback, protocol design, 
and accessibility [23]. The BCI-VR task involves boat rowing through mental imagery only with the goal of 
collecting as many flags as possible in a fixed amount of time. NeuRow is a self-paced BCI neurogame, 
meaning that is not event related, and the user controls the timing of rowing actions like he/she would 
do in real-life (Figure 14 b). NeuRow is a multiplatform virtual environment developed in Unity game 
engine (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, California, USA). Finally, NeuRow is optimized for different 
platforms, however with different features (Table 3). Namely: 
Desktop: The standalone version for PC, supports high quality graphics for an immersive VR experience 
with the support of the Oculus Rift DK1 headset and the HTC Vive, the Leap Motion hand controller 
(Motion control, San Francisco, California, USA) available for optional motor-priming before the MI BCI 
session. Finally, vibrotactile feedback is supported by using custom-made hardware for controlling 
through USB up to 6 vibration motors (Figure 13). Data logging is supported for boat trajectory, target 
location, score and time. 
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Table 3 NeuRow features for the different supported platforms 
Features/ 
Platform 
Desktop Android Web 
Logging ✓ X X 
VR ✓ 
(Oculus, HTC Vive) 
✓ 
(Google VR) 
X 
Hand Tracking ✓ 
(Leap Motion) 
X X 
Networking ✓ ✓ X 
Platform Independent X X ✓ 
Vibrotactile Feedback ✓ 
(Arduino) 
X X 
 
Mobile: The mobile version is built for Android OS devices, receiving data via the RehabNet UDP protocol 
through the Reh@panel. For phones, the VR feature is utilized for VR glasses (e.g. Google VR) by applying 
lens correction for each eye, and using the phone gyroscope and magnetometer for head tracking, offering 
an immersive experience similar to the Oculus DK1 HMD. 
Web browser: The web version uses the Unity web player (compatible through Internet Explorer, Firefox 
or Opera), does not support the networking, HMD and haptic components due to security restrictions. 
Instead, the web NeuRow acquires data through emulated keyboard events generated by the Reh@panel. 
The in-game interface is simple, with two high fidelity virtual arms to rotate the oars, time indication, 
score and navigational aids (Figure 15). NeuRow can be customized with different settings, depending on 
the experimental setup, BCI paradigm and running platform. Through the settings, one can choose if the 
session is part of the MI training or self-paced online control of the boat. During training, the navigational 
arrow and the targets are removed to focus the user only on the multimodal MI BCI-VR task. During self-
paced mode, the behavior of the boat can be changed by setting the heading speed, turn speed and cut-
off angle. The cut-off angle is the allowed angle that the boat can be off-course with respect to the target 
flag before stopping. This serves as a protection mechanism to help the player not to deviate in excess 
from the target. 
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Figure 15 In-game interface. An arrow indicates the direction of the target and also the distance by changing its color (red for far 
blending up to green for close). Top Left: Remaining time for the end of the session. Middle: A flag with a ray acts as the game 
targets, Top Right: Game scoring, counting the number of targets. 
4.1.1.3 Participants 
A voluntary sample of 13 users (mean age of 28 ± 5 years old) was recruited for the pilot study, based on 
their motivation to participate in the study. All participants were male and right handed with no previous 
known neurological disorder, nor previous experience in BCIs. Participants were either university students 
or academic staff. Finally, all participants provided their written informed consent before participating in 
the study. 
4.1.1.4 Questionnaires 
Before each BCI training session, demographics and user data were gathered through the following 
questionnaires: 
The Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire-2 (VMIQ2) was used to assess the capability of the 
participant to perform an imagined movement (Kinesthetic Imagery) [64]. Kinesthetic Imagery (KI) 
questions were combined with mental chronometry by measuring the response time in perceptual-motor 
tasks with the help of a timer. 
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For assessing gaming experience we used the Gamer Dedication (GD) questionnaire, a 15 factor 
classification questionnaire in which participants are asked whether they "strongly disagree," or "strongly 
agree" with a series of statements about their gaming habits [65]. 
After the BCI task, the following questionnaires were administered: 
• The NASA TLX questionnaire was used to measure task load considering Mental Demand, Physical 
Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration [66]. 
• The core modules of the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) were used at the end of the BCI 
session. GEQ assesses game experience using Immersion, Flow, Competence, Positive and 
Negative Affect, Tension, and Challenge [67]. 
• The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a ten-item scale giving a global view of subjective assessments 
of usability [68]. 
4.1.1.5 EEG Data 
Power Spectral Density (PSD). EEG signals were processed in Matlab (MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, 
US) with the EEGLAB toolbox [69] for extracting the Power Spectral Density (PSD). The power spectrum 
was extracted for the following frequency rhythms: Alpha (8 Hz - 12 Hz), Beta (12 Hz - 30 Hz), Theta (4 Hz 
- 7 Hz), and Gamma (25 Hz - 90 Hz). Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was used for removing major 
artefacts related with power-line noise, eye blinking, ECG and EMG activity. For the current analysis, and 
because we were only measuring from sensory-motor areas, data were averaged for all the channels for 
each experimental condition. 
Engagement Index. The Engagement Index (EI) is a metric proposed at NASA Langley for evaluating 
operator engagement in automated tasks, was validated through a bio-cybernetic system for Adaptive 
Automation [70], and is widely used in EEG studies for assessing engagement [71]. We therefore 
computed engagement index from the EEG power spectrum according to the EI formula (Equation 3), 
where α = Alpha band, β = Beta band and θ = Theta band.: 
Equation 3 
𝐸𝐼 =
𝛽
𝛼 + 𝜃
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4.1.2 Results 
In the following section, we analyzed NeuRow’s BCI task performance in terms of classifier score during 
training, user acceptance as assessed by the SUS, GEX and TLX questionnaires, and finally the relationship 
between game behavior and user experience through the questionnaires and the EEG activity. 
 
 
Figure 16 Ranked accuracy of performance in pure MI based BCI studies using two-classes (left and right hand imagery) with 
respect to LDA classification [22], [72]–[74]. The asterisk (*) over 4,5,7,8,9,10 and 12 [5], [57] indicates studies which use the 
same feature extraction method (BP with CSP). The data of this study corresponds to the 4th best. 
 
Figure 17 (a) TLX scores between 1-20 for mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort and 
frustration. (b) Scores for the GEQ core questionnaire domains. 
Performance. Comparing the performance score with previous studies which used LDA classifiers in two 
class (left, right hand) MI, we are able to gain insights concerning the effectiveness of our BCI-VR paradigm 
in terms of user control [22], [72]–[74]. As illustrated in Figure 16, the comparison places NeuRow as the 
fourth highest with a mean performance of 70.7% out of 12 studies. Moreover, of those studies that used 
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exactly the same feature extraction technique of band power (BP) and CSP [5], [57], NeuRow scores the 
highest. Finally, of those studies that used VR as a training environment [57], again NeuRow scores first. 
User Acceptance. To assess different aspects of the user experience during online control of NeuRow, the 
mental workload, gaming experience and system usability were assessed after the task. 
For workload, the NASA-TLX mean score was relatively high at 66.8/100 (SD = 14.5). As it is illustrated in 
Figure 17 a, the two lowest scores are those for physical (M = 4.4, SD = 3.4) and temporal (M = 6.5, SD = 
3) demand. The highest score is on effort (M = 16.4, SD = 5.2) followed closely by frustration (M = 13.3, 
SD = 5.2) and mental demand (M = 12.8, SD = 5). Performance lies in the middle (M = 11.4, SD = 6.2).  
From the GEQ, we extracted seven domains based on the sub-scale scoring. The highest score is in flow 
(M = 3.1, SD = 0.4) followed by immersion (M = 2.8, SD = 0.4) and positive affect (M = 2.8, SD = 0.7). A 
moderate score is achieved on tension/annoyance (M = 2.5, SD = 0.9) and challenge (M = 2.5, SD = 0.5). 
Finally, competence (M = 1.8, SD = 0.7) and negative affect scored the lowest (Figure 17 b). 
The system usability assessed by the SUS scored a mean of 74 (SD = 7.2). Based on the SUS rating scale 
(Figure 18), our system is classified as “Good” and it is within the acceptability range [75].  
User-Profile and In-Game Behavior. By assessing the relationship of the reported experience and the EEG 
activity with the in-game behavior (score, distance, speed, trajectory) we identified a set of correlations. 
As illustrated in Table 4, the total workload correlates with distance, speed and score. In addition, two TLX 
sub-domains have correlations. Performance is significantly correlated with distance and speed, as well 
as frustration is significantly correlated with distance, speed and score. Furthermore, mental chronometry 
(the response time in perceptual-motor tasks), significantly correlates with distance, speed and score. 
Finally, from the extracted EEG bands and the resulting Engagement Index, we can see that Alpha and 
Theta bands are reversely correlated with distance and speed. Finally, Engagement Index is interestingly 
correlated with all in-game metrics. In particular, distance, speed, score and trajectory smoothness. 
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Figure 18 SUS results for all users. Acceptability scales are displayed on top (not acceptable, marginal and acceptable), followed 
by the grade scale (A to F) and the adjective rating (0-100). 
Overall, we identified an imbalance between theoretical training performance (LDA) and actual quality of 
the online performance (game score and control). In current MI-BCI interaction users undergo long, 
tiresome and complex periods of training so that EEG classification score can reach acceptable 
performance rates. On the following chapter, we propose to reverse the problem and make MI-BCI 
interaction adaptive to the user, so that we can guarantee a satisfactory performance rates by softening 
decisions – making them probabilistic and non-time-constrained – depending on our confidence on the 
user’s EEG data. 
Table 4 Correlation table between reported experience, extracted EEG bands and in-game behavior. The reported values 
correspond to the significant correlations (p < 0.05). 
 
Distance Speed Score Smoothness 
TLX: Total -.695 -.699 -.697 
 
TLX: Performance -.595 -.599 
  
TLX: Frustration -.728 -.737 -.686 
 
Mental Chronometry .618 .615 .728 
 
Alpha band -.611 -.607 
  
Theta band -.672 -.670 
  
Engagement Index -.770 -.768 -.649 -.595 
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Chapter 5 – Integrated System: Adaptive 
Performance Engine + NeuRow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*This section was adapted from publication C: A. Vourvopoulos, A. Ferreira, and S. 
Bermúdez i Badia, "Development and Assessment of a Self-paced BCI-VR Paradigm 
using Multimodal Stimulation and Adaptive Performance", in Lecture Notes in 
Computer Science, In Press. 
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5 Integrated System: Adaptive Performance Engine + NeuRow 
Following the design and development stage of NeuRow, as a next step, we conducted a complementary 
assessment by incorporating the APE module [76] together with the Reh@Panel. APE aims at adapting 
the BCI interaction to each user in order to maximize the level of control on their actions, whatever their 
performance level is. 
The incorporation of APE with Reh@Panel was done by also implementing APE in Unity. Again, we used 
C# as the programing language of choice, and made APE able to work in real-time by getting the LDA data 
input from the UDP socket which was coming from OpenVibe while performing a BCI MI online session. 
Our objective is evaluating the improvements in performance and perceived sense of control -at the user 
level instead of the classifier output- with the APE. For this, we integrated a state-of-the-art HMD for 
increased immersion and an ultraportable wireless EEG system. 
5.1.1 Methodology  
5.1.1.1 Experimental Setup 
For this study, a dedicated desktop computer was used for delivering the multimodal feedback: the VR 
environment, the vibrotactile module and the HMD (OS: Windows 10 Pro, CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-6700 at 
3.40GHz, RAM: 8GM DD3 1600MHz, Graphics: AMD Radeon R9 390 Series). Additionally, a second desktop 
(OS: Windows 10 Pro, CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-4440 at 3.10GHz, RAM: 8GM DD3 1600MHz, Graphics: AMD 
Radeon R7 200 Series) was utilized for the EEG data acquisition and online processing 
EEG Acquisition. For EEG acquisition, the Enobio 8 (Neuroelectrics, Barcelona, Spain) system had been 
used. Enobio, is a wearable, wireless EEG sensor with 8 EEG channels and a triaxial accelerometer, for the 
recording and visualization of 24-bit EEG data at 500 Hz. The spatial distribution of the electrodes followed 
the same electrode placement as the first study, over the somatosensory and motor areas: Frontal-Central 
(FC5, FC6), Central (C1, C2, C3, C4), and Central-Parietal (CP5, CP6). The BCI system was connected via 
Bluetooth to the second dedicated desktop computer.  
Feedback Presentation. For delivering feedback to the user, the HTC Vive HMD was used (HTC, New Taipei 
City, Republic of China; Valve, Kirkland, Washington, United States) (Figure 19). The Vive uses two screens, 
one per eye, each having a display resolution of 1080x1200 and a refresh rate of 90 Hz. Additionally, the 
Vive uses a gyroscope, accelerometer and laser position sensors, and operates in a 4.6 x 4.6 m (15-by-15-
foot) tracking space by using two "Lighthouse" base stations that track the user's movement with sub-
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millimeter precision. The Lighthouse system uses photosensors by sweeping structured light lasers within 
a space.  
 
Figure 19 NeuRow setup including the HTC Vive HMD and Enobio 8 EEG headset (projected feed-back is for illustration purposes 
only). 
 
5.1.1.2 BCI protocol 
For both the training and the BCI task, an identical protocol and setup to the previous experiment were 
used. During training the NeuRow feedback had been displayed for left|right motor observation and 
motor imagery of the rowing task, delivering also vibrotactile feedback. Following training, two conditions 
were delivered in random order: (1) standard output of the LDA classifier, and (2) the APE (see Figure 21). 
 
Figure 20 BCI protocol for training and online control. 
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5.1.1.3 Participants 
For assessing the APE, a sample of 8 users (mean age of 27 ± 3.5 years old) was recruited, based on their 
motivation. All participants were male and right handed with no previous known neurological disorder. 
Four of the users had little prior experience with MI-based BCI. All participants were university students 
of the University of Madeira and provided their written informed consent before participating in the 
study. 
5.1.1.4 Questionnaires and EEG data 
Before each session, the Movement Imagery Questionnaire—Revised second version (MIQ-RS) ) [77] was 
admitted to each participant. MIQ-RS is an 18-item questionnaire for mental imagery comprised of nine 
visual imagery and nine kinesthetic imagery items, each of which involves the movement of an arm, leg 
or the entire body. To complete each item, four steps are required: (1) The starting position for each 
movement is described, and the participant is initiating that position, (2) The movement is then described 
and the participant physically performs the movement, (3) The participant retakes the starting position, 
and images the movement without physically performing the movement, (4) Finally, the participant rates 
the ease or difficulty of imaging the movement on a 7-point scale anchored by 1 = very easy to picture/feel 
and 7 = very difficult to picture/feel. Following MIQ-RS, the Vividness of Movement Imagery 
Questionnaire-2 (VMIQ2) (Roberts et al., 2008) was used including the visual and kinesthetic parts of the 
questionnaire. 
After each session, the NASA TLX questionnaire was used to measure task load considering Mental 
Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration [66]. 
Finally, on each condition, the raw EEG data were logged in order to extract the different EEG bands and 
the Engagement Index derived from these bands as explained in section 2.5. 
5.1.2 Results 
For quantifying the quality of control between the two conditions, we analyzed the in-game data 
(trajectory, score), perceived experience through the SOPI and TLX questionnaires, and finally, the EEG 
bands modulation including the Engagement Index. 
Quality of Control. In terms of control, Figure 21 illustrates the in-game boat trajectories resulting from 
the Raw LDA control (blue) compared with the APE decision mechanism (orange) for the same task, 
subject, and with the in-game targets on the same positions. The trajectory with APE is steadier than the 
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Raw LDA control, displaying a smoother trajectory. It is also visible in the APE trial that users could perform 
equally both left and right turns, while the Raw LDA trajectory is generally dominated by one dominant 
hemisphere, resulting in frequent rotation in one direction. 
 
Figure 21 Example in-game boat trajectory during raw LDA classification output vs APE output for subject 1. 
 
Figure 22 In-game data and self-report of control. (a) Number of boat spins (180-degree rotation), (b) game score in terms of 
flags captured, (c) reported sense of control. 
 
The improvement in control is also apparent by the number of sudden trajectory changes or “spins” 
present during navigation, being considerably higher for Raw LDA than for APE (see Figure 22 a). When 
comparing the scores for both conditions, we observe that Raw LDA captures more in-game targets than 
APE. However, the lower performance for APE could be related to the fact that it is a statistical system 
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that adds a third state to the LDA output, allowing for indecisions during noisy data (see Figure 22 b). 
Instead, the Raw LDA forces the user rowing left or right, making the boat always move towards the flags. 
Consequently, the added control and confidence on each decision by the APE system -which also 
translates to fewer decisions being made by the system- leads to more inactivity time, making the user 
travel less distance, therefore achieving less targets for the same time interval. Finally, the increased 
accuracy per decision of APE is reflected in an increased perceived sense of control during APE (see Figure 
22 c). Nevertheless, neither the in-game scores nor the reported sense of control differ significantly 
between conditions. 
 
Figure 23 Difference in Engagement index as extracted by the EEG bands in Equation 3. 
 
When designing APE, we hypothesized that an increased sense of control could provide increased 
engagement with the task. If a user is more engaged, he/she may try harder and for a longer period. This 
is important for users who require repeated MI training for rehabilitation purposes. Our assessment of 
engagement through the engagement index as extracted by the EEG data reveals a non-significant higher 
engagement during APE (see Figure 23). 
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Figure 24 NASA TLX sub-domains. 
Finally, based on the NASA TLX sub-domains (see Figure 24), users report increased effort and a higher 
workload index for the APE configuration. Additionally, the reported performance is lower and the levels 
of frustration are increased. This contrast with the increased sense of control and engagement during 
APE. This may indicate that the increased control that APE affords has as consequence higher mental, 
physical and temporal demands on users. Hence, making the APE setup a preferred option for users who 
require continuous training with a MI BCI system. 
5.1.3 Discussion 
Solid and systematic improvements are seen when comparing the performance achieved by APE with LDA. 
Existing MI-BCI classification approaches are very dissimilar in setup, algorithms, user experience, 
datasets, etc. This makes it very difficult to assess if differences in performance arise from training, users, 
algorithms or setup. Thus, it is very difficult to establish what the most appropriate MI-BCI classification 
approach is best. Nevertheless, when comparing BCI-APE to previous approaches – working on top of an 
LDA classifier and with naïve users – we observe a comparable performance with the best BCI classification 
algorithms (see Table 2). Further, we would expect even higher performances and lower indecisions if APE 
would be combined with more sophisticated and better performing classifiers than LDA. 
The obtained results show interesting findings in several dimensions related with the use of adaptive 
performance for MI-BCI. Firstly, this system provides a real-time performance (or task difficulty) 
adaptation. This is important in order to balance the difficulty in terms of user control and contribute 
positively on the interaction level by modulating user frustration/engagement related to a certain task. If 
used within a game, it can provide an enjoyable experience, but when used on a rehabilitation scenario, 
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it is of a paramount importance. Many times, in rehabilitation exercises are not performed with the 
correct frequency or intensity because of lack of motivation and engagement of the patient. The BCI-APE 
approach can be used to tackle this issue, making the patient more prone to complete the rehabilitation 
task at hand. 
Furthermore, we identified that there is an important trade-off for this performance increase, and it 
comes in the form of less decisions for the same time window. Thus, depending on the response time and 
accuracy required, with the help of the APE model we can adjust the performance levels in real-time.  
NeuRow worked well at engaging the user while preforming the MI task, however some uncertainties 
arose from the study. Is the used interaction paradigm the most suited for this type on users? Is the 
constant movement of the boat increasing the user’s anxiety to perform, when trying to make the system 
recognize his/hers intent to go left or right? Also, is the stopping mechanism benefiting the raw sessions 
more that it benefits the APE session by making the boat turn around faster and continue towards the 
targets, and therefore, on a hemisphere biased trial, finishing the task faster? Also, should we provide 
pre-action feedback, making the user know his/her intentions are being detected by the system? Would 
this help the user perform better brain signal modulation/activation? 
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6 Conclusions 
When we started this thesis, the goal was to go beyond the current state of the art on BCI systems, 
regarding performance and interaction, and at the same time making it available to everyone. 
The most important aspect about availability it’s price, so the system would have to be affordable. For 
this, we would have to use commercial, ready to use BCI systems available on the public market, and not 
only on the more restrictive and exclusive research market. By making this system available, would mean 
that more users could benefit from it. More clinics could have access to the system, and possibly, patients 
could have such a system at home, where it could be used daily. 
As for the interaction aspect, we wanted to make it less boring and more effective, attractive and 
engaging, as this would make it more pleasant to the user, while at the same time endure more sessions 
which could also be longer. With this in mind, we gamified the MI task, making look like a rowing game. 
The rowing action was used to help the user have a more vivid motor imagery, and so increase the training 
effectiveness. 
We also wanted to increase the performance of BCI systems, so the Adaptive Performance Engine (APE) 
was created to ensure satisfactory performances for non-expert and low-performing BCI users. BCI-APE 
provides a way to adapt performance accuracy on demand depending on the specific needs of users. By 
means of the presented model, the accuracy of standard BCI classification algorithms such as LDA can be 
boosted up to 20% by clustering low confidence data as an indecision state S0 and adjusting the transition 
weights of a FSM on demand. Thus, for a specific BCI task a minimum acceptable performance rate can 
be stipulated, and by means of BCI-APE the performance rate of each user can be adjusted (0-20% 
performance increase) to guarantee that users can have a satisfactory experience. Thus, better 
performing users will have less indecisions and response times will be faster than those low-performing 
BCI users, which will simply need longer time to take a decision. However, their overall success rate will 
be comparable. Another advantage of this approach is that the confidence of a detected MI action is 
stratified in states (S3 > S2 > S1) enabling designers of BCI tasks – such as neurofeedback, restorative, 
mental training or games – to decide what is best to do in their tasks, games or VR environment when 
confidence on an action is small. Thus, effectively empowering them with tools to enhance usability and 
improve the experience of BCI users. 
We also presented the design, development and an experimental validation of NeuRow, a novel BCI-VR 
system for MI training, extended by a study about the perceived sense of control using APE. In terms of 
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classification performance, the NeuRow BCI training paradigm showed higher performance, scoring the 
first amongst other studies with similar feature extraction and classification methodologies. This data 
supports a positive effect of the combination of immersive VR and vibrotactile feedback to help users to 
produce vivid MI (resulting in more distinct activation of sensorimotor areas of the brain), which in turn 
can lead to increased performance and learning. Furthermore, from the user experience point of view, 
we can see high mental effort as given by the TLX scales and low physical and temporal demands. Previous 
research in distinguishing difficulty levels with brain activity measurements indicated an average mental 
workload index of 26 (SD = 12.9) for the easy level, and 69 (SD = 7.9) for the hard level. The combination 
of low physical demand (useful in low mobility patients), increased effort (a conscious exertion of power) 
and good classification performance (better control that can lean in goal achievement), constitutes a very 
promising finding for the incorporation of this technology in stroke rehabilitation, providing new 
possibilities for rehabilitation programs. Moreover, increased flow and immersion to the task, in 
combination with increased positive affect, are good elements for enjoyment of NeuRow that can be 
capitalized on to further motivate and engage users in their BCI training. From the correlation analysis 
between user experience -subjectively measured through questionnaires but also objectively measured 
through EEG activity- and in-game behavior, we can see that people with increased workload will perform 
worse. Interestingly, we can see that users with fast response time in MI ability (as extracted from the 
mental chronometry assessment) performed better in the game, being it then an indicator of increased 
capability of MI. Further, having a fast and vivid sensation of kinesthetic imagery can be related to an 
increased modulation of sensorimotor rhythms, resulting in better BCI calibration and, hence, higher in-
game performance. In addition, the reverse correlation of the Engagement Index with all the in-game 
variables shows an important connection between user engagement and in-game behavior. This 
relationship can help in developing a neurofeedback closed loop where the engagement of the user is 
used to adjust parameters of the game. This would allow a dynamic adjustment of the game based on 
user performance and cognitive state. Finally, we show that user control is enhanced through the APE, 
with a potential increased perceived sense of control and more controlled in-game trajectories. This 
approach could provide (1) a major assistance for new users and/or neurologically impaired people and 
(2) increase both perceived and actual performance. 
Overall, we did manage to go beyond the current state of the art on all the proposed topics, with the goals 
of the thesis being achieved in a pleasing manner. We showed that APE-NeuRow, combining the use of 
immersive VR environment, sensory stimulation and adaptive performance, can provide a holistic 
approach towards MI driven BCIs. We showcased user performance, user acceptance and important 
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features for self-paced control. Finally, NeuRow’s features show promise and potential to be used for MI 
training in stroke motor rehabilitation. 
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9 Appendix A – Consent Forms 
 
Consent Form for Participation in Research 
 
Study Title: Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) assessment 
Investigators: Athanasios Vourvopoulos (PhD Researcher), André Ferreira (MSc 
Student) 
Supervision: Dr. Sergi Bermudez I Badia 
 
Purpose of this study 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate user performance in a Motor Imagery Experiment 
using a Brain Computer Interfaces. 
Procedures 
You have been invited to participate in a neuroscientific experiment of the NeurorehabLab 
research group of Madeira Interactive Technologies Institute. The session will take place 
in a research laboratory on the University of Madeira. For the experiment, one session of 
1 hour (including equipment setup and instructions) is required. For the procedure, first 
you are going to use a Brain Computer Interface (BCI), a non-invasive device to measure 
electric activity patterns of your brain. After verifying the connections, to be sure that the 
position of the electrodes of the BCI system are in the correct position, you will be given 
a set of instructions to carry out mental and physical. During these tasks, we will record 
electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. You must try to execute the tasks as well as 
possible in the assigned period of time. In addition, in this experiment you will need to use 
a Head Mounted Display. Finally, a set of questionnaires will be supplied to be fill out 
each session. The experimental data will be processed in such a way that your anonymity 
will be preserved. 
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Participant Requirements- 
You are eligible for participation if you: are 18-65 years old, are able to read, have no past 
of brain injuries and no neurological disorders.  
Risks 
The risk associated with participation in this study are no greater than those ordinarily 
encountered in daily life or during the performance of standard physical activity (e.g. 
simple muscular stretching). The EEG electrodes are superficial and DO NOT have any 
risk for your health. The interaction with the tasks requires executing repetitions (physical 
and mental) using a BCI on your head. You may experience fatigue and/or headache in 
some sessions.  
Benefits 
The study will contribute to the development of novel rehabilitation tools that in the future 
will help to patients with multiple neurological and motor disabilities.     
Confidentiality 
By participating in the study, you understand and agree that NeurorehabLab may be 
required to disclose your consent form, data and other personally identifiable information 
as required by law, regulation, subpoena or court order. Otherwise, your confidentiality 
will be maintained in the following manner. Data and information gathered during this 
study may be used by NeurorehabLab and published and/or disclosed by NeurorehabLab 
to others of NeurorehabLab for research purposes. However, your personal information 
will never be revealed in any publication or dissemination of the research data and/or 
results by NeurorehabLab. 
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INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 
 
 
 
 
I understand that all information derived from the study “Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) 
assessment” is owned by the responsible research team. I give my consent for 
anonymous collection of data about me (results, pictures and videos), which will be stored 
and processed for scientific evaluation. I understand the significance of this information, 
and any questions I had were answered satisfactorily. I had enough time to decide on my 
participation in this study. I hereby consent my participation and the collection of 
information.  
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________                                 ____________ 
Signature of Participant                       Date 
 
 
_______________________________________                                 ____________ 
Signature of Investigator                          Date 
 
